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Background
The Scarsdale Village Board adopted a Leaf Mulching
Resolution in December, 2011 (see appendix).
The Village has since conducted mulching-in-place of
fall leaves in deLima and Chase Parks. It also
encouraged voluntary efforts by local landscapers and
residents.
Subsequent public training sessions took place in the
region, as well as in Scarsdale. Local municipalities
have made varied strides in the effort to reduce
organic waste, including leaves.
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Preferred Outcome – Onsite Reuse
Environmentally, the preferred practice is to
naturally reuse leaves on site.
Mulching into the lawn, improving soil quality, and
reducing the need for chemical fertilizers

•

• Leaving leaves where they fall, protecting overwintering butterflies and beneficial insects
• Top-dressing landscaped beds for winter
• Composting to produce a rich fertilizer
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Policy Options
The CAC recommends that this option be pursued
regardless:
• Continue and strengthen outreach to residents,
highlighting the yearly expense to vacuum leaves
versus the environmental benefits of onsite leaf reuse
The CAC provides these additional options* for
BOT consideration:
• Charge for leaf vacuuming
• Reduction of leaf vacuuming frequency
• Discontinue leaf vacuuming, allow bagging
* No charge for pickup of bagged leaves
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Options Grid
Option

Village Cost
Reduction

Impact on Leaf
Mulching

Resident
Disruption

Education Alone

Least

Least

Least

Reduction of Leaf
Vacuuming
Frequency

Moderate

Moderate to Highest*

Moderate

Charge for Leaf
Vacuuming

Adjustable –
potentially Highest**

Adjustable

Adjustable

Discontinue
Residential Leaf
Vacuuming

Highest

Highest

Highest

* May best facilitate a transition to mulching, including support of partial mulching.
** Can be adjusted to entirely offset the cost of leaf collection.
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Intensify Leaf Mulching Outreach

Current efforts are not reaching a wide
audience
An investment is required to reach a more
widespread audience: $5-15K* yearly + part
time coordinator
HOWEVER - avoided costs from neighboring
communities’ multiyear leaf mulching
advocacy only efforts cannot yet be assessed

* Not an estimate. Intended to provide the scale of anticipated costs.
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Public Education Outreach - Outline
Just prior to next leaf season:
• Survey residents’ attitudes and knowledge
• Place signage at:
• Schools, which already mulch
• All parks and fields
• DPW vehicles
• Village Hall
• Scarsdale train station
• Conduct a Village mailing dedicated to the topic
• Implement a pilot program among a group of leaf
mulching residents, with standardized lawn signage
(waiver from signage ordinance)
• Redouble vendor education efforts
• Stage frequent demonstrations
• Roll out a media effort
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Gauge Resident Attitudes & Knowledge
The CAC has prepared a survey to gauge current resident
practices and interest. Planned for Fall release.
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ADDITIONAL OPTION 1

Charge for Leaf Vacuuming
Continue vacuum leaf collection
Charge properties in proportion to their square footage
Fees will range from under $100 for small properties to
thousands for large ones. Alternative fee schedules could be
devised to mitigate extremes
The fee should be waived for properties which agree to mulch
or otherwise dispose of leaves on their own
Compliance could be attained through a mix of fines,
enforcement and resident reporting
A fee would encourage alternatives to leaf vacuuming:
(biodegradable) bagging, removal by landscapers, mulching
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CHARGE

FOR

LEAF VACUUMING

Pro / Con
Pro
Fee exemptions reward properties choosing alternate disposal
methods, such as mulching
Residents retain the option to use vacuuming, the most efficient
removal option
A fee can be adjusted over time given residents’ response, and to
gradually encourage substitution to mulching
An indirect tax is shifted to a fee that residents can opt out of
Con
Fees for large properties can be significant
Non-payment may be difficult to assess, particularly if piles are sited
away from the offending property
Village staff time will be required for administration & enforcement
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CHARGE

FOR

LEAF VACUUMING

Case Study: Portland, OR
Portland, OR charges for leaf removal. The program was
recommended by the Citizen Budget Advisory Committee several
years ago and was initiated exclusively due to loss of funding from the
State Gas Tax that had previously covered the cost. The water
department database is used for billing.
Residents may opt out if they have no street trees or they want to
take care of the leaves themselves. A resident that opts out is
responsible not only for leaves on the property but also for leaves in
the street in front of their property.
A $15 fee is charged for a single pickup. A $30 fee is charged either
for two pickups or a single pickup with blockaded street and removal
of all street cars to ensure complete cleanup. The approach taken is
based upon neighborhoods’ canopy coverage.
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ADDITIONAL OPTION 2

Discontinue Residential
Leaf Vacuuming
Biodegradably bagged leaves would be collected by the
Village
Cost to the Village of collecting bags is expected to be
considerably less than vacuuming
Some communities charge for bag pickup. Official stickers
could be produced at low cost and sold to landscapers and
residents
The increased labor cost of leaf bagging would spur residents
to consider alternatives, specifically leaf mulching
The Village could permit landscapers to drop off leaves at the
transfer site, provided they have purchased a permit or
coupons in advance
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DISCONTINUE RESIDENTIAL LEAF VACUUMING

Pro / Con
Pro
Pushes residents either to mulch or otherwise dispose of their leaves, such as by
bagging
Greatly offsets Village costs; bagging alone would be more labor efficient for the
Village than vacuuming. Village staff estimate $150-200K in annual cost
savings.*
Bagging alone is better than vacuuming; it decreases leaching of phosphorus and
nitrogen into storm runoff, reduces street obstructions and storm drain blockage,
and its increased cost will, over time, incentivize residents to mulch
Con
Bagging causes more net waste, even if bags are mandated to be biodegradable
“Implementation shock” when service is cancelled
Shifts expense of leaf disposal from Village to those residents who are unwilling to
or cannot mulch
Fees charged by landscapers for bagging are likely to be more than blowing to curb
with Village vacuuming
* Discussion between Village Manager, Deputy Village Manager, Superintendent of Public Works (Provided by Asst. to Village Mgr)
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DISCONTINUE RESIDENTIAL LEAF VACUUMING

Case Study: Greenburgh
Greenburgh previously collected leaf piles from October through December /
January.
A public hearing was held in April 2012 to discuss changes to local law requiring
that leaves be bagged for pickup. The law was passed later that month.
The town worked closely with the Greenburgh Nature Center to ensure the public
received information about leaf mulching, and numerous training sessions were
held.
The transition to bagging was “remarkably smooth”.
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DISCONTINUE RESIDENTIAL LEAF VACUUMING

Case Study: White Plains
White Plains announced the elimination of leaf collection and backyard pickup and
then rescinded both plans after community response.
It could be that the community reacted so negatively due to the following factors:
• No education campaign seemed to have accompanied cancellation of leaf
removal.
• White Plains cancelled both leaf collection and backyard garbage pickup.
WPCNR THE COLLECTION NEWS. September 21, 2009: The Mayor’s Office
informed WPCNR today that the city has received between 50 and 100 telephone
calls in the last three weeks, demanding the city return to its policy of the past:
picking up fall leaves at the curb and reinstate the so-called “backyard pickup,”
where sanitation workers enter the homeowners’ property and transport the
garbage containers to their trucks.
Melissa Lopez, of the Mayor’s Office announced today that Joseph Nicoletti,
Commissioner of Public Works, architect of the new leaf-bag and no backyard
pickup policy, is devising an alternative plan and the cost of returning to the former
practice of sending crews to sweep up the leaves and retrieving garbage
receptacles from backyards. Lopez said the other changes of separate day pickup
for recyclable paper and recyclable containers was not being reviewed and would
remain in effect. Lopez said if leaf-bagging is eliminated and backyard pickup is
reinstated, some other service or services would have to be eliminated.
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DISCONTINUE RESIDENTIAL LEAF VACUUMING

Status in Southern Westchester
Municipality

Fall Leaf Collection

Ardsley
Bronxville
Dobbs Ferry
Eastchester
Elmsford
Greenburgh (Unincorporated)
Harrison
Hastings-on-Hudson
Irvington
Larchmont
Mamaroneck (Unincorporated)
Mamaroneck (Village)
Mount Vernon
New Rochelle
Pelham
Pelham Manor
Port Chester
Rye
Rye Brook
Scarsdale
Tarrytown
Tuckahoe
White Plains
Yonkers

Bagged
Piles
Bagged
Piles
Bagged
Bagged
Piles
Bagged
Bagged (as of Fall 2014)
Piles
Piles
Piles
Bagged
Bagged (as of Fall 2014)
Piles
Piles
Piles
Bagged
Piles
Piles
Piles
Piles
Piles or Bagged
Bagged
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ADDITIONAL OPTION 3

Reduction of Leaf Vacuuming
Frequency
Reduce leaf vacuuming interval to 2-3 pickups during
the entire season
Guarantee frequent pickups for bagged leaves
Picking up the mass of leaves, but not all, supports
residents who are willing to at least partially mulch
Examples of service reductions:
• Provide leaf vacuum pickups during balance of leaf
season, but ending earlier
• Lengthen period between leaf vacuum pickups but
promptly pick up bagged leaves
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REDUCTION

OF

LEAF VACUUMING FREQUENCY

Pro / Con
Pro
Status quo is largely maintained for residents
Village’s leaf collection costs are moderately reduced
Encourages moderate mulching of leaves; supports gradual
community adoption of mulching
May be a useful transitional policy towards rescinding loose leaf
(vacuuming) collection
Con
Could result in confusion if bagging versus vacuuming are not
properly scheduled
May result in large leaf piles as residents or landscapers elect to wait
for pickups, rather than bag
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REDUCTION

OF

LEAF VACUUMING FREQUENCY

Case Study: White Plains
White Plains offers expedited pickup if leaves are
bagged:
Bagging pickup: 3-5 days
Loose leaf pickup: 10-15 days
This is claimed to have resulted in a 50% reduction in
vacuuming
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Pro / Con Summary
Option

Pro

Con

Status quo is largely maintained for residents
Village’s leaf collection costs are moderately reduced

Reduction
of Service

Encourages moderate mulching of leaves; supports gradual
community adoption of mulching

Could result in confusion if bagging versus vacuuming
are not properly scheduled
May result in large leaf piles as residents or landscapers
elect to wait for pickups, rather than bag

May be a useful transitional policy towards rescinding loose leaf
(vacuuming) collection
Fee exemptions reward properties choosing alternate disposal
methods, such as mulching
Fees for large properties can be significant

Charge for
Leaf
Vacuuming

Residents retain the option to use vacuuming, the most efficient
removal option
A fee can be adjusted over time given residents’ response, and to
gradually encourage substitution to mulching

Non-payment may be difficult to assess, particularly if
piles are sited away from the offending property
Village staff time will be required for administration &
enforcement

An indirect tax is shifted to a fee that residents can opt out of

Pushes residents either to mulch or otherwise dispose of their
leaves, such as by bagging

Discontinue
Residential
Leaf
Vacuuming

Greatly offsets Village costs; bagging alone would be far more
labor efficient for the Village than vacuuming. Village staff estimate
$150-200K in annual cost savings.
Bagging alone is better than vacuuming; it decreases leaching of
phosphorus and nitrogen into storm runoff, reduces street
obstructions and storm drain blockage, and its increased cost will,
over time, incentivize residents to mulch

Bagging causes more net waste, even if bags are
mandated to be biodegradable
“Implementation shock” when service is cancelled
Shifts expense of leaf disposal from Village to those
residents who are unwilling to or cannot mulch
Fees charged by landscapers for bagging are likely to be
more than blowing to curb with Village vacuuming
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Appendices
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Research
The CAC contacted these municipalities:
Greenburgh, NY – discontinued leaf vacuuming
Bedford, NY – strong leaf mulching initiative over the past several years
Irvington, NY – strong leaf mulching initiative over the past several years
Portland, OR – charges for leaf collection
White Plains, NY – eliminated and then reinstated leaf vacuuming after outcry
The CAC also studied these locales:
Bethesda, Maryland – free leaf collection, locally mulched
Binghamton, NY
Englewood – no fee
Dayton, OH – fines residents for loose leaves
Durham, NC – flat fee for enrollment in yard waste program
Henrico County, Virginia – charges past several free pickups
Madison, WI
McCandless, PA – sells yard waste bags
Milwaukee, WI
Montgomery County, MD – service charges. Code dictates that their system must be
revenue neutral.
Naperville, IL – charges for yard waste in off season
New Providence, NJ – leaf vacuuming requires a $50 permit
Owensboro, KY – sanitation fee covering all activity
Providence, RI
Southern Westchester – all municipalities as part of a survey of practices
St Louis, MO
Winston-Salem, NC
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Board of Trustees 2011 Leaf
Mulching Resolution
WHEREAS
In accordance with the Village of Scarsdale’s Annual Fall
Leaf Collection Program, leaves from residential properties
are placed in piles at the curb line collected with leaf
vacuum trucks by Village public works crews, said program
budgeted for Fiscal Year 2011/12 at $742,125 [over $800K
is budgeted for 2014]
Often due to wind, rain or improper placement these leaf
piles end up in the street narrowing vehicular travel lanes
resulting in traffic safety concerns;
These leaves are also prone to blocking storm water access
to catch basins resulting in localized street flooding;
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Board of Trustees 2011
Resolution, pg 2
WHEREAS
A recent alternative development amongst Westchester
municipalities is the practice and encouragement of onsite leaf mulching which involves shredding leaves
where they are and utilizing the shredded leaves as a
winter mulch and/or compost for the lawn;
The Sustainability Committee of the Village Board of
Trustees met on December 5, 2011 to discuss whether leaf
mulching is an alternative practice that the Village Board of
Trustee should support and encourage;
The Sustainability Committee concluded that on-site leaf
mulching on public and private properties throughout
the Village will result in environmental and economic
benefits including a reduction in Village leaf collection and
disposal costs, enhanced safety and storm water drainage
and improved quality and health of Village landscapes;
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Board of Trustees 2011
Resolution, pg 3
RESOLVED
The Village of Scarsdale endorses and encourages all
Village property owners and residents within the Village to
help reduce the costs of leaf collection and disposal
by the Village and make optimal use of this rich organic
resource by mulching and/or composting leaves on their
own property;
The Village encourages all local landscapers working
within the Village to implement leaf mulching
techniques on their clients’ properties;
The Village shall promote on-site leaf mulching through
a public education campaign utilizing the Village website,
newsletter, brochures, handouts and workshops
and for the Fall 2012 leaf season shall implement leaf
mulching techniques at Chase and de Lima Parks.
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Greenburgh Extended Case
Study

Full study available here:
http://www.noambramson.org/uploads/2014/01/Greenburgh_
Case_Study_Final.pdf
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The Way It Was: Village Composting
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Vacuum Leaf Collection
Quick Links

 
Leaf Home

Collection
Dates







Service
Area

FAQs

Subscribe

Fairfax County provides vacuum collection of leaves from the curb three times each season
to a portion of the residences located in Fairfax County Solid Waste Collection Areas. (The
solid waste collection areas are established through a petition process. Vacuum collection
areas require an additional leaf petition process.) For more information, see the links below

https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/publicworks/recycling-trash/leaf
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Vacuum Leaf Collection | Public Works and Environmental Services

as well as our frequently asked questions. If you need additional information, call one of our
customer service representatives at 703-802-3322, TTY 711. They are available to assist you
Monday - Friday, 7:30 a.m. - 4 p.m.

View Vacuum Leaf Collection Area Map

POPULAR LINKS

AVAILABILITY &
PRICING

Scheduled Leaf Collection Dates
Subscribe for Email Updates
Vacuum Leaf Frequently Asked
Questions

Vacuum Leaf Collection Areas of
Service Map
Apply for Service
Cost of Service

CREWS AND EQUIPMENT
Vacuum leaf collection is managed by the Solid Waste Management Program. Our
crews work with private contractors to provide adequate personnel and vehicles for
leaf collection operations. You will see these contract crews in your neighborhood
operating the vacuum leaf collection equipment.
The county's vacuum equipment performs three functions: vacuuming, leaf blowing
and mulching. As leaves pass through the fan or impeller, they are ground into
mulch. When items other than leaves (i.e., rocks, bottles, tree limbs) pass through,
the fan or motor can be damaged.
https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/publicworks/recycling-trash/leaf
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In addition to costly equipment repairs, excess debris can injure our crews and result
in scheduling delays. We work with you, our customers, to provide an ef cient,
economical service schedule. You can help us by making sure there are no additional
items mixed in with the leaves. Detailed set-out requirements follow.

SET-OUT
INFORMATION
The Leaf Collection Program is for
leaves only. Leaves mixed with
brush, rocks, tree trimmings,
sticks or trash, etc., will be left
behind.
Place the leaves no further
than four feet from the edge of
the streetline.
Please remove all debris from
leaves prior to set-out.
Leaves raked out after the last
scheduled round of collection
will not be picked-up.
Do not block streets or pile
leaves over storm drains or

HELP US SERVE YOU
BETTER
Please remember to rake your
leaves out in advance of the
timeframe we are estimated to
be in your area.
Follow the Set-Out Information
guidelines
Keep up with your leaves; it
could snow!
Call the Trash/Leaf Collection
Of ce if you have additional
questions or concerns.
Customer Service is available
Monday - Friday, 7:30 a.m. - 4
p.m. by calling 703-802-3322, TTY
711.

ditches.
Do not block leaf piles with
cars or any type of equipment
that could limit our
accessibility to the pile or
create hazardous conditions.
Do not park vehicles on piles of
leaves -- this is a re hazard!

https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/publicworks/recycling-trash/leaf
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LEAF MULCH
Once leaves are vacuumed from neighborhood streets, they are taken to Pine Ridge
Park on Woodburn Road. There, they are ground into mulch and distributed to
various public sites around the county. Free leaf mulch is available for pickup while
supplies last. You will need your own tools for loading and transporting the mulch.
For information on mulch locations, visit Free Mulch.

SEVERE WEATHER POLICY
For the safety of our crews and vehicles we have a Severe Weather Policy. In case of
severe weather, collection dates may be adjusted. If weather-related delays occur, we
assure you that the leaves will be picked up as soon as possible. It is not necessary to
make a customer service call. We appreciate your patience.

MORE ABOUT RECYCLING AND TRASH
CUSTOMERS
Recycling and Trash Home
Fairfax County Residents
County Collection Customers
Trash and Disposal Industry
Businesses
Educators, Ambassadors and Students

SERVICES
Pay Online
Apply for a Permit
Schedule a Special Pick Up (Customers only)
Report Missed Pick Up (Customers only)
Request Trash Can Repair/Replace (Customers only)
https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/publicworks/recycling-trash/leaf
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Vacuum Leaf Collection | Public Works and Environmental Services

Vacuum Leaf Collection (Leaf Customers only)
Report Illegal Dumping
Request A Tour or Guest Speaker

MORE RESOURCES
Locations and Hours
Do You Take ...? Index of Materials
A- Z Index of Topics
Publications, Plans and County Code
Forms and Applications
Reduce, Reuse, Recycle
FAQs
Subscribe to Fairfax Recycler
Contact Us



      
PRIVACY POLICY & COPYRIGHT

https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/publicworks/recycling-trash/leaf
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Leaf Mulching
Leaf mulching is a great alternative to removing leaves from your yard, whether you use a rake or a
blower. The Love ‘Em and Leave ‘Em program in Westchester County, New York (leleny.org) is being
successfully implemented in 16 towns and villages of Westchester County. The reasons? It’s

environmentally friendly, cost-e ective, and horticulturally speaking, the right thing to do!
Contractors like it, land overseers like it, and so do residents!
Here’s what it’s about.
Mulching (shredding) in-place is the best and simplest solution to the piles of leaves that fall on the
ground in the Fall. It is easy to learn, easy to implement, gets great “green” points, and better yet: actually
saves time & money! This practice of mulching-in-place o ers many bene ts:
Saves money: In some areas, it helps keep your taxes down by reducing municipal leaf pickup and
disposal. In other areas, contractors save on operating costs by needing smaller crews and avoiding
dumping fees.)
Saves e ort: Many homeowners (and landscapers) nd that mulching leaves in place actually is
easier than raking, bagging, or blowing them.
https://www.quietcommunities.org/leaf-mulching-qc/
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Improves the health of your property: Leaf mulch recycles nutrients into your soil to feed your
plants, improves soil health, and helps retain moisture, reducing the need for watering in dry spells.
Helps the planet: Transporting and disposing of leaves from your curb wastes energy and
contributes to pollution. Leaf mulching helps reduce harmful noise and greenhouse gas emissions
in your local community.
By now you’re thinking, “OK, I’m sold! So how do I mulch-in-place?
Leaves are a valuable resource that many property owners let go to waste. Leaves are blown into piles on
the street, or placed into bags to be picked up by municipal workers or disposed of otherwise. When left
in the street, these piles may create a safety hazard for drivers and wash into the storm drains, clogging
storm sewers. Leaves decaying on the street also release nutrients such as phosphate and nitrogen (aka
“fertilizer”) that eventually wash into our rivers. Ugh! What a mess!
So as a homeowner or property owner, are there better
options? How can we be smarter about how we deal with
fall’s bounty of leaves? Answer: Leave ’em at home!
Leaf piles on the street may lead to unsafe
driving conditions, clog storm drains and
leach phosphorus into the rivers.

It’s as simple as shredding your leaves into smaller, ner
pieces. You can shred ’em using a mulching lawn mower, a
leaf shredder, a leaf vacuum/shredder, or even a do-it-

https://www.quietcommunities.org/leaf-mulching-qc/
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yourself setup using a weed whacker inside a trash can. Like magic, when shredded, leaf volume
reduces up to 10:1!
The trick is to shred ’em “in place” where possible —
directly on your lawn into ne pieces which break down
over the winter. On your driveway, rake into piles and
shred ’em, collect the mulch and apply it to your garden
beds 2”-3” thick like any other mulch.

DPW crew working over time to collect leaves
left curbside.

Are there leaves in your wooded areas? Simply leave ’em
alone and let ’em decompose naturally. After all, your trees evolved to recycle their leaves, thereby
fertilizing themselves and helping to maintain the vigor of their root zones.
The one “problem” area may be your landscape garden
beds including ground cover areas: un-shredded leaves
can be heavy and damp (especially oak and sycamore) and
Finely shredded leaf mulch.

may lead to crown rot in some perennial species. Carefully
pull or rake the leaves from the beds, then shred and apply
the mulch back onto the beds.

https://www.quietcommunities.org/leaf-mulching-qc/
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But wait! There’s more: any excess leaf mulch can be used in your compost pile. These serve as a “brown”
layer in your compost recipe. (Shredded leaves in your pile undergo accelerated decomposition.)

https://www.quietcommunities.org/leaf-mulching-qc/
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Keep Streets Leaf-free
Do not put leaves and yard waste in the street.
Leaves and yard waste contain phosphorus. When it rains, water flows through leaf piles in
streets creating a phosphorus rich “leaf tea” that travels through storm drains to our lakes . The
excess phosphorus leads to toxic algae blooms, low oxygen levels, and green murky water in our
lakes - none of which are good for animals living in the water or those who use our lakes for
recreation.
Plus, leaf and yard waste piles can wash into the storm drains and clog them, which can lead to
street ponding.
There are multiple opportunities to learn more about proper yard waste management.
Residents can consult this brief guide PDF about other ways to protect our lakes by keeping the
streets leaf-free.
The Ripple Effects website has a detailed information about leaf management and other
important storm water issues. On the Ripple Effects website, you can sign up to receive text or
email alerts on when the street gutter should be raked in advance of a rainstorm to prevent a
release of nutrients into the storm water system . Ripple Effects is the website for the Madison
Area Municipal Stormwater Partnership.

City of Madison, Wisconsin
https://www.cityofmadison.com/news/fall-leaves-yard-waste-collection-to-begin-monday-october-1

